GET READY TO OVERACHIEVE.

GET READY FOR VERSIV.
BE AN OVERACHIEVER.

Figure out what’s possible and do even more. Overachieve and put the difference to the bottom line. Engineered with the ProjX™ management system, Taptive™ user interface and twice the speed, Versiv is designed to get more jobs done with less supervision and ensures more is done right the first time.

GET SYSTEM ACCEPTANCE FASTER.

Certifying cabling is one part of a process that starts with systems design and ends with systems acceptance. The faster that process goes, the more profitable you’ll be. Unfortunately, there are a lot of things that slow the process down.

Research* shows that over 90% of contractors report dealing with issues related to set-up, testing, and reporting every month. More than half report dealing with seven or more issues. Add it all up and a week of labor is wasted on a typical 1,000 drop job.

We designed Versiv to eradicate those problems. Its ProjX™ management system manages job requirements and progress from set-up to systems acceptance, making sure all tests are completed correctly. The Taptive™ user interface simplifies set-up, eliminates errors and speeds troubleshooting. And LinkWare™ management software quickly creates reports customers can understand. With Versiv, you’re getting to systems acceptance faster.

*Fluke Networks research survey – March 2013

YOU’RE TRANSFORMING ACHIEVING INTO OVERACHIEVING.

VERSIV PROVIDES A SINGLE PLATFORM FOR COPPER CERTIFICATION, FIBER LOSS AND OTDR TESTING. CERTIFIES TO THE MOST STRINGENT LEVEL V ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS FOR CAT 6, CAT 6A OR CLASS F, AND MAKES MEASUREMENTS NEVER BEFORE AVAILABLE IN A FIELD TESTER. TEST FIBERS WITH FULLY-COMPLIANT ENCIRCLED FLUX MEASUREMENT AND MERGED TIER 1 (BASIC) AND TIER 2 (EXTENDED) RESULTS. INNOVATIVE DESIGN MEANS YOU WON’T NEED A NEW TESTER FOR FUTURE UPGRADES.

READY FOR TODAY’S AND TOMORROW’S JOBS.

Versiv provides a single platform for copper certification, fiber loss and OTDR testing. Certifies to the most stringent Level V accuracy requirements for Cat 6, Cat 6A or Class F, and makes measurements never before available in a field tester. Test fibers with fully-compliant Encircled Flux measurement and merged Tier 1 (Basic) and Tier 2 (Extended) results. Innovative design means you won’t need a new tester for future upgrades.

THE PROJECT MANAGER’S PROJECT MANAGER.

Versiv’s ProjX management system makes managing complex jobs easy. Enter the testing details for a job once, and change modules or jobs without re-entering details. Share project files across multiple testers on the same job. Track the job status to ensure every link is tested. No more going back and testing links that were missed or tested to the wrong limits.

EVEN THE NEW GUY CAN SUCCEED.

The Taptive™ user interface makes testing across multiple media types as easy as using a smartphone. Select the job you’re working on, and the large display confirms the test that needs to be performed. Animated instructions simplify reference setting on fiber measurements.

YESTERDAY’S FAST IS TODAY’S SLOW.

No tester offers as much speed for so many tests. Complete copper certification to Cat 6A in just 10 seconds and certify two fibers at two wavelengths in both directions in just three seconds.

CUT REPORTING TIME.

Don’t let report generation delay your system acceptance. ProjX keeps all the job test data together and makes sure all the right tests are completed. And LinkWare pulls all the data together into a single report all customers can understand.

EXPERT HELP AT HAND.

Versiv provides expert help for anyone on your team. The Taptive user interface pinpoints errors—even hard-to-find ones including shield fault location and PoE problems in simple diagrams that facilitate fast troubleshooting. And the unique EventMap™ view replaces complex OTDR traces with simple diagrams of what and where the problem is.

GET READY TO OVERACHIEVE.
VERSIV MAKES IT EASY
Choose the modules you need today and add in the future, allowing you to overachieve.

DSX CableAnalyzer™
Most advanced copper certification tester
- Unmatched speed for Cat 6A, Class F, and all current standards
- Graphical display of failures
- Surpasses IEC Level V: the industry’s most stringent accuracy requirement
- Endorsed by cabling vendors worldwide
- Built in Alien Crosstalk testing
- First field tester to support balance measurements

CertiFiber® Pro OLTS
Fast and simple fiber certification
- Fastest time to certify – two fibers at two wavelengths in three seconds.
- Full Encircled Flux compliance, required by ANSI/TIA and ISO/IEC
- Merged Tier 1 (Basic)/ Tier 2 (Extended) testing and reporting
- Convenient quad module supports both multimode and singlemode loss testing
- Integrated fiber inspection camera and Visual Fault Locator
- Extended singlemode distance range to 130k

OptiFiber® Pro OTDR
Accelerates fiber troubleshooting and certification
- Industry’s shortest event and attenuation dead zones
- Accelerate fiber certification with the fastest set-up and trace times
- EventMap™ view negates the need for OTDR Trace Analysis
- Integrated fiber inspection camera and Visual Fault Locator
- Merged Tier 1 (Basic)/ Tier 2 (Extended) testing and reporting

OneTouch™ AT
Wired and Wi-Fi network troubleshooting
- Answers in seconds with a pass/fail AutoTest
- Standardized test scripts for all skill levels
- Client view of network and application performance
- Wired and Wi-Fi performance measurement
- Inline VoIP analysis
- Copper, fiber and Wi-Fi packet capture

OVERACHIEVE WITH VERSIV.
www.flukenetworks.com/VERSIV